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Winds of Change   May 31, 2020 – Pentecost      Acts 2: 1-21 & 1 Cor.12: 3b-13 
 

Like many Canadians, I watch the weather!  Do you?  Some, like my hubby, watch it religiously; checking 

the daily temperatures… the chance of precipitation… so he can plan when to mow the lawn, when to plan 

outdoor or indoor chores, when to go shopping without getting soaked! We watch, so we can plan - if there 

are any storms on the horizon we can hunker down the patio chairs and tables!  We watch… and yet, in spite 

of the advancements in science and in particular meteorology, humankind still finds it hard to predict weather 

with a lot of accuracy; to predict where and when a tornado will touch down… the place of landfall for a 

hurricane… exactly when and where the rain will fall or how fast the winds will blow! It’s hard, especially 

when we cannot see, touch or taste the wind, but only feel it and see its effects on our world. 

 

Sometimes the wind is so still it is silent. You feel no sense of presence…. just alone and isolated. 

Sometimes the wind moves a little… just enough to stir the senses; a cool breeze brushes against your skin… 

and in the quietness, you can hear the coo of a morning dove, or the rumble of the trucks on the nearby 

roadway. Sometimes the wind is brisk as the leaves on the trees bristle…the air on your skin is stimulate 

goosebumps or chills… and the flag on the flag pole whips in the breeze! Sometimes the wind is strong… 

taking you along with it… pushing and pulling... almost forcing you to go where you don’t want to go.  And 

sometimes the wind becomes violent; destructive and dangerous…tornados… hurricanes… monsoons… 

typhoons.  It howls… never stops. It’s full of fury, and becomes a force to fear. It blows down a limb and 

injures someone… topples a tree that hits a house in the neighbourhood. It blows and implodes a church or a 

shopping mall… Trailers are overturned… cars… even trucks…leaving a path of destruction in its wake. 

 

Violent winds… life-changing winds… THIS is what happens when 120 gather in the Upper Room on the 

first Pentecost!  Winds of change.  Winds of power. "When the day of Pentecost came, they were all together 

in one place. Suddenly a sound like the blowing of a violent wind came from heaven and filled the whole 

house where they were sitting. They saw what seemed to be tongues of fire that separated and came to rest on 

each of them. All of them were filled with the Holy Spirit" The winds of change had come… just as Jesus 

had promised… and the Church was empowered for its life and ministry from that moment on!  

 

It’s the dawn of God doing something new… something fresh… something exciting… and the responses are 

telling.  Some fall away, frightened by the thought of change.  Some grumble and accuse people of being 

drunk.  Many speak new languages and have new understandings.  Most are excited by the possibilities 

before them and empowered by the Spirit’s movement in them as they share the Good News of Jesus in word 

and in deed!  As God’s action points to a new way of being, all who open themselves to the Spirit’s 

movement find themselves pointing others to the power of the cross… the transformative love of Jesus… 

And while some try to explain it away… still others offer their cynicism and blame, and the self-professed 

entitled ones proffer accusations about what they do not or choose not to understand.  Who are you in this 

story? 

 

The Holy Spirit comes… wildly, not meekly… loudly, not quietly.  The Spirit comes, as promised… the gift 

of an Advocate, Helper, Counsellor, Guide.  She comes not with a whisper… a soft tingling on their skin.  

No, she makes an entrance; makes a statement… comes with great power… igniting the church! She comes 

to shape and change… to encourage the broken-hearted… to reconcile and make new!  She comes to 

empower Jesus’ followers to serve boldly… speaking uniquely to each one in a way they can understand… in 

their own language.  The Spirit roars into their lives; transforming them, blessing them, animating them, 

equipping them… changing them… changing the church… changing the world! 

  

Jesus promises He will never leave them and this promise is kept when the Holy Spirit comes; filling the 

believers with God’s continuing presence. And ever since that Pentecostal moment almost two thousand 

years ago, the Spirit of God… the Spirit of truth has been blowing… winds of renewal and revival… winds 
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of reconciliation and restoration… Winds of change calling us to move… to not become stagnant, rather to 

evolve… adapt… be nimble under the leadership and guidance of the Spirit… as God directs. 

 

At Pentecost, the images for God's presence are "the rush of a strong violent wind" and "tongues of fire". 

Both images suggest vitality, power and elements outside complete human control. Yes, humans can harness 

wind power; but not a "violent wind" which can move heavy things around or even tear them down. We can 

build a fire in the hearth; but that control is illusionary. Don't let a spark escape lest it burn the place down!  

And while the Spirit can come like a dove or like a still, small voice, a gentle whisper, at Pentecost we 

remember how the Spirit is strange and unexpected, uncontrollable and unpredictable.  She is provocative 

and challenging… prodding us to consider and reconsider what we think we know.   

 

Are we bold enough to ask for God’s Holy Spirit to continue the work of renewal in us… in our community 

of faith?  Are we bold enough to pray with as much courage as we can muster, "Come Holy Spirit, fill our 

hearts? Are we bold enough to earnestly seek out the new path we will be invited to journey with a new 

leader? Do we dare invite the God of Pentecostal power to blow in us, change us, re-shape the way we 

worship… serve… share… the way we live… the way we love? 

 

On that first Pentecost, there is a new sense of mission... a new purpose, a new goal, and a new destiny; to go 

into the entire world to proclaim the name of Jesus. There is also a new power within… a new wisdom, holy 

energy and urgency to carry out their mission.  This God-given energy will help them step outside their 

comfort zones… have courage to face persecutions… be confident to speak of their faith. The Spirit will 

bless them with a new-found powerful passion within so they can stand before family, friends, neighbours, 

and fellow workers and boldly tell them about Jesus and his impact on their daily lives.   

 

And there is also a new sense of community… as the first Christians take their possessions… sell their 

material goods to help those in need, and each other.  They take all they have… their resources and talents.  

They use all they are given, freely and generously.  They funnel their energy… their passion… their gifts… 

their lives into the sole purpose of sharing Jesus with others!  And this creates a new sense of loving within 

the community: sharing problems, sharing each other’s tragedies, sharing what they have for the common 

good.  And in doing so, they experience community love like never before… gifts of the Spirit abound!   

 

Friends, we cannot command the Holy Spirit to fill us.  No preacher, no rallies, no beautiful sanctuaries and 

no state-of-the-art, multi-media facilities can will the Spirit to rest her holy flame upon our hearts.  The 

indwelling of the Holy Spirit is a gift from God given to all who believe... to all with willing, faith-filled 

hearts, and the coming together of these hearts is the impassioned Church, fueled and fanned by the Holy’s 

flames and wind; bearing witness by engaging its spiritual gifts to spread the good news of Christ! 

 

God has gifted all humans with natural talents (abilities such as math, art, music, healing), yet talents are not 

spiritual gifts. The difference between talents and gifts is seen primarily in how they are used. Talents are 

generally used to benefit the possessor whereas a spiritual gift is given by God for the building up of God’s 

body (Eph 4)… God’s kin’dom.   

 

Now take someone who is good at talking.  They have a talent and this may serve him/her well as a teacher, 

or in business, or when doing presentations. But is there any God in it? On the other hand, if his preaching or 

teaching is a spiritual gift, s/he will be compelled to communicate the gospel and build up the body of Christ; 

by his words… in her actions… leaving a foot print… a handprint that people will know God was there.  

 

Or perhaps, let me put it another way… how many of you have ever seen an orchestra or band perform? As 

each piece unfolds, the instruments join together… the harp and the oboe, the violin and timpani, the trumpet 

and the triangle, to produce strains of music that are capable of lifting the soul to ecstatic heights, or plunging 
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it into depths of melancholy & despair… wielding an amazing power, a power FAR BEYOND the 

capabilities of any one instrument or any one musician.  This, my friends, is an image of the church… 

Christ’s church… the church God calls us to be. 

 

The church is like an orchestra with a wide range of instruments played by a diverse array of musicians… 

where God, the conductor, determines the tempo and interpretation of the music… our lives.    And God 

places in your hands an instrument (whether you know how to use it or not).  God places in your hands a gift 

that is perfectly suited to you; be it the gift of encouragement, the gift of leadership, the gift of teaching, the 

gift of serving, the gift of giving, or showing mercy… All God wants is for us to use our instrument… our 

gift.  Use it… practice it… commit to it… and God will do the rest… filling us with the Spirit… that will 

dance in us… enliven us… encourage us… and help us to build God’s kingdom. 

 

In God’s eyes, it doesn’t matter whether you’re a tuba or a trumpet… a triangle or a timpani… or in Paul’s 

words, it doesn’t matter whether you’re an arm or a leg… an eye or an ear… an eyelash, or a big toe… each 

instrument in God’s orchestra has a part to play… each part of the body of Christ has a purpose… whether 

we can see it our not. 

 

Likewise a person cannot see the wind, but only the effects of the wind.  We cannot see God or Jesus, yet we 

do see… hear… experience... feel the Holy’s presence in our midst.  We witness God’s footprints, hand-

prints and heart-prints in front-line workers… in staff and volunteers at local outreach programs; 

Flamborough Food Bank and Wesley Urban Ministries… in self-care kits for migrant workers… your gifts to 

Mission & Service.  We experience God’s handiwork in the beauty of sunrises and the breath-taking sunsets, 

in our gardens and in the actions of all who serve in Christ’s name; delivering newsletters and sermons, 

getting groceries for another, sending cards of encouragement, sewing up a storm, calling and connecting 

with the isolated… serving on a Search Committee, by praying without ceasing, with finances, imagining re-

opening logistics… by modeling Christ’s Love in word and deed.   

 

On Pentecost, the winds of change come and empower the faithful… sweeping over and through their lives… 

blowing them to new heights of worship, work and witness!  The same winds of change are blowing today! 

Can you feel them?  Can you see them?  It does not matter if our buildings are closed… the Spirit IS at 

work… reshaping… refreshing… restoring… re-purposing… revitalizing… reimagining how we can use the 

abundance of spiritual gifts we’ve been given to build up the Body of Christ!  

 

The only question that remains is whether you and I will prove a hindrance to, or a vessel for, God's life-

changing work and witness.  Let us pray the violent winds of change will not simply push and pull us… 

topple us… or destroy us.   Rather may we feel and see… experience and welcome the Spirit’s ability to stir 

us from our complacency… refresh and renew us… and use us and all we have… all we are, in big and small 

ways, to  proclaim Love’s Name and Way!   

Blow, Spirit blow!   

May it be so for the glory of God! 


